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who had but recently crossed the floor on the issue of free trade.
He found fortune at the colonial office, since, his chief being in
the lords, he soon became spokesman in the commons for some
of the government's most important policies.
The general election began on 12 January 1906, and then the
full force of the country's reaction against the conservatives dis-
closed itself. The liberals obtained 377 seats, a majority of 84
over all other parties combined. The unionists saved only 157;
conventionally classified as 132 conservatives and 25 liberal
unionists, but more realistically as 109 Chamberlainites, 32 Bal-
fourians, 11 Unionist Free Fooders, and a few uncertain. Both
the Balfour brothers, with Brodrick and Lyttelton, were unseated.
The Irish nationalists, now strongly organized and with few ex-
ceptions owning the lead of John Redmond, numbered 83. Last
but not least—indeed the sensation of the moment—came no less
than 53 labour members. Of these 29 were returned under the
Labour Representation Committee to sit as an independent
party. Of the other 24 a few were ordinary 'Lib-Labs', but most
were the officials of the miners' unions—a body of men not yet
affiliated to the L.R.G. and rather more cautiously-disposed
than its leaders, yet elected like them on a decided class basis.
This overwhelming parliamentary mandate gave the liberal
government complete assurance in the house of commons; and
anything that could be done by administrative act they were in
a strong position to do. But when it came to legislation, they had
to reckon with the permanent conservative majority in the house
of lords. During the ten years of unionist rule since 1895, th.&
second chamber had, as such, lain dormant, and allowed its
power of revising bills to rust in almost complete disuse. Now it
was to become wide awake again, and was to re-employ that
power in order, as in 1893-5, to prevent a liberal government
from carrying its bills. Letters which in April 1906 passed
between Lansdowne and Balfour as unionist leaders in the lords
and commons respectively,1 reveal the purely party standpoint
from which they proposed to utilize the theoretical rights of the
house of lords under the Constitution. Recalling the success of
such tactics in 1893-5, Balfour even suggested that the house of
hurst; served abroad as an officer of Hussars; war correspondent in Kitchener's
Sudan campaign and in South Africa; M.P., 1901; under-secretary at the colonial
office, 1905-8; and thereafter with only a few short interruptions held cabinet rank
down to 1929; re-entered cabinet, 1939; prime minister, 1940-   „
1 Lord Newton, Lord Lansdowne (1929), 353-5.

